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Conditions.

As the cost of raw material used in the manufacture of goods herein

catalogued dépends upon market fluctuations, the priées of

machines, caméras and ail Kinematographic accessories are

subject to change without notification being made.

LOSS OR DAMAGE DURING TRANSIT. -We do not hold our-

selves responsible for damage or loss during transit ; claim must

be made against the carriers. Every précaution is taken in

packing, and ail goods are sent at Consignee's risk.

NO APPROVAL.—WE DO NOT SEND MACHINES OR APPLIANCES ON

APPROVAL.

PACKING CASES.—Cost priées only are charged for ail cases and

material used in packing, and thèse are not returnable.

DELIVERY is made at our Warehouse—80-82, Wardour Street,

London, W.

TERMS.—CASH WITH ORDER . Foreign and Colonial remittances

(payable in London) must be accompanied by full shipping

instructions.

BANKERS.— "LONDON, CITY AND MIDLAND BANK, LIMITFD,"

Shaftesbury Avenue Branch. Chèques and other forms of re-

mittance should always be crossed.

CODES USED —"A. B.C., 5th Edition," "Lieber's" and "Western

Union.'

The "SIMPLEX" PROJECTOR

(Maltese Cross Movement.)

The Acme of Perfection in Moving Picture Projection,
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" Simplex " Service Bureau.

A FEW " SIMPLEX " FACTS.

1. Built like a battleship, yet runs like a watch, giving everlasting

perfect projection.

2. Something distinctive and original about a "Simplex" and its screen

results. " So say the operators."

3. Over 90 percent, of the film manufacturers use "Simplex" machines

in their studios to test the accuracy of perforating and printing.

4. Original absolutely fireproof machine.

5. Approved with motor drive by National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Also approved by more municipalities than any other projector.

6. Most accurate and heavily constructed projection machine on the market.

7. Constructed of finest tool steel and Vanadium cast iron throughout.

8. We made vast improvements and incorporated features new in

projection machine design, which would have been impossible for other manu'

facturers to do without casting aside thousands of pounds of dies and jigs, by

which standard parts are made.

9. We invite expert criticism and are not adverse to good suggestions

for improvements.

10. " Look before you leap." Think over the above carefully, examine ail

makes of machines, compare point for point with the " Simplex." You should

know the différence ; remember, " in knowledge there is power."

11. Do you know what " Simplex " quality means to you ?

12. "Simplex" quality means better projection than you ever have had

before ; a practical élimination of repair bills ; increased protection to your

audiences against fire or panic ; élimination of noise in the operating booth ;

the knowledge that your competitor cannot get a better machine and give your

patrons better projection than you are giving them.

"SIMPLEX " PROJECTORS INSURE SUCCESS.

The "Simplex" Projecting Outfit.

1 Simplex Mechanism, fitted with lantern lens

bracket... ... ... ... net 40 0 0

1 Objective lens, any focus

1 Lantern lens, any focus

]5 per cent. 17 0

0 13 0

1 pair Simplex Spool boxes with chain-driven

friction clutch, jockey pulley ... ... 7 10 0

1 Pedestal Stand, with Motor Shelf

1 Arc Lamp (75 amp.) Model M,

1 Curtain light eut off (nickeled)

1 Meâal Slide Carrier (nickeled)

1 1/16 H. P. Motor, any voltage

1 Motor regulator for same ...

8 8 0

1 Box type quick brake 100 amp. switch 1 15 0

1 set Motor Pulley Wheels and Spindle ... 0 15 0

1 Spécial Lantern and Condenser with Lenses

and Mechanical tray attached ... ... 5 0 0

7 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 0

3 10 0

2 0 0

We are always prepared to make spécial quotations for

Résistances, Motor Generators and other Electrical Equipment.
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THE cJ^g^^r PROJECTOR

In the design of the "Simplex" Projector

we have endeavoured first to perfect the picture on the screen and second to accomplish the results

with a machine which is simple, easy running, strong in every détail, and lasting, even under the

hardest working conditions. Whether or no we have accomplished thèse objects we leave to our

host of customers to décide.

Although we have to-day in the " Simplex " Moving Picture Machine a model of the highest

practicability and replète with examples of exclusive inventive genius, we realised that to obtain the

unanimous endorsement of our claim, that the " Simplex " is the Peer of ail Motion Picture Machines,

it was imperative to construct it of the finest materials, with the aid of highest grade machinery

and employment of the best mechanical skill, regardless of cost.

In introducing this machine to the trade, we désire to bring to the spécial attention of practical

and experienced operators and high-class mechanics the fact that we absolutely guarantee ail our

statements contained herein, regarding the materials and workmanship employed in its manufacture.

This policy we have carried out in our Projector, thus eliminating the annoyance and costly

expenses due to breakages and constant repairs which so many owners of machines have experienced

hitherto.

Built like a watch, with an expenditure of £20,000 in tools, ail parts are interchangeable.

To purchasers of the " Simplex " we guarantee to replace free of charge within one year any

part of the " Simplex " showing defective workmanship or material.

As the operators say who use it, " The ' Simplex' is years ahead of any other machine on the

market." Easiest to handle, thread and operate, and absolutely fireproof.

THE PICTURE.

The "Simplex" is famous for its flickerless, rock steady pictures which are due to the

revolving shutter, intermittent movement, sprockets, bearings, spindles and lenses described below.

No eyestrain where the "Simplex" is used, The fact that over twenty of the leading photo play

manufacturers use the ' 1 Simplex' ' in their studios is convincing proof of the excellence of its projection.

MECHANISM OR " HE AD."

Entirely enclosed in a fireproof, dustproof and soundproof case, it is so designed that it may

be quickly attached or detached from the machine. Large doors on both sides permit of quick,

easy threading of the film, oiling, etc.

INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT.

This very important part is the well-known cam and star type but of wonderful accuracy

accomplished by machinery we designed especially for the purpose. The ratio of movement to

exposure is such that the film is not injured though moved quickly while the exposure is long enough

to bring out ail détails. The cam and star work in an oil bath. Only one eccentric bushing,

hardened and lapped, and having a bearing ifin. long and 15/64^. diameter is used. Therefore

it is much easier to set than the intermittents which have two eccentric bushings. Ail parts are

assembled complète and can be quickly removed from or replaced in the machine. The " Simplex ''

intermittent lias been perfected to the highest point ever attained in the Geneva movement.
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GEARS AND PINIONS.

The gears are eut spiral from Vanadium cast iron and mesh into tool steel pinions which are

hardened where high speed duty is required of them. The faces are wide and the teeth so eut that

they roll together, as in a watcb, practically without friction.

SPROCKETS.

Ail sprockets are eut on machines which were designed and built in our own factory. The

shape and accuracy of the teeth, especially on the intermittent sprockets, account in large measure

for the steady picture the " Simplex " is famous for.

SPINDLES.

The spindles are of tool steel ground to exact size.

BEARINGS.

Cast iron bushings constitute the bearings. Ail are of generous width, bored and reamed

to exact size. The accuracy of ail the aboyé parts insure interchangeability and make repairs

an easy matter, for ail "Simplex " parts fit without any additional work being required after

they leaYe our factory.

AUTOMATIC FIRE SHUTTER.

The drop in front of the aperture is raised by a simple but effective governor when the

machine reaches a certain speed, and gravity closes it when the machine stops. It is absolutely

positive in its opération and is fully approved by ail the national, state and municipal inspection

bureaux.

REVOLVING SHUTTER.

This is placed in front of the moving picture lens and is made in two types, namely the three

wing shutter for direct current and the two wing shutter for sixty cycles alternating current. Both

are designed for the greatest amount of light possible without any flicker. There is no eyestrain or

headache where the " Simplex " is used. A distinctive feature of the " Simplex " machine is the

fact that the shutter can be easily and quickly set to eliminate the "travel ghost" or white

streaks while the machine is in opération.

MAGAZINES.

The magazines are made of heavy gauge sheet métal and are firmly clamped to the top and

bottom of the mechanism. Very effective fireproof valves protect the film in the magazines. The

upper valve is a part of the mechanism while the lower is built on to the magazine. Spring latches

hold the doors firmly closed. Magazines can be furnished for 2,000 feet réels at a slight

additional price.

LENSES.

The lens jacket or mount is a part of the " Simplex " head and therefore only the lens tube is

required. It can be quickly taken out or put back in and is focussed by turning- a knurled knob

conveniently placed on the outside of the mechanism. Too much importance cannot be attached to

the sélection of high grade lenses and the best obtainable on the market are furnished with the

" Simplex" projector.



THE çffîfffp&l* PROJECTOR

The stereopticon lens is especially designed to give a flat field and is easily mounted in a

holder suspended by a bail and socket joint from an arm attached to the mechanism. This bail and

socket joint is of great convenience for it permits of universal adjustment, making it an easy matter

to properly register the stereopticon picture on the screen.

The lens holder is so constructed that the regular double combination jacketed stereopticon

lens, either quarter size or half size, may be used if desired.

CONDENSER MOUNT.

The designer of the "Simplex" vvas the first to recognise the importance of being able to

adjust the distance between the condensers so as to eliminate the blue spot or ghost which frequently

appears in the centre of the picture. This feature is incorporated in ail our machines and has

proven of great value. The condensers rest in a frame which keeps them in line with each other

but permits their instant removal for cleaning or replacing.

CONDENSER.

The condenser is a combination of a double convex lens with a meniscus, both lenses are 4m.

in diameter. This combination is calculated to give a perfectly even illumination when used for

Cinematograph purposes.

The two lenses are mounted at the correct distance apart, in a very heavy brass cell having

bayonet catch rings, which allow the glasses to be easily removed for cleaning purposes. The cell

being very heavy in construction the cooling off process after use is considerably prolonged, so that

the hot condenser glasses and cell will cool at the same rate, thereby reducing the possibility of

fracture to a minimum.

ARC LAMP.

This lamp has a very important feature ; it is very heavily constructed ; an abundance o

métal being necessary to compensate for the expansion occasioned by high températures. The use

of this lamp gives the highest satisfaction either on direct or alternating current up to 100 ampères.

Every part carrying current is highly insulated with mica, sq that the body of the lamp is

entirely insulated.

Every adjustment is provided for, and is obtained by heat-resisting fibre milled heads.

For alternating current, the carbon holders can be set at any required angle from the

perpendicular.
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LAMPHOUSE.

The Iamphouse présents many novelties in its design. In order that a fine adjustment may be

given to the bringing of the arc within the focus of the condenser, a travelling lamp

tray, actuated by a rack and pinion movement, has been provided as a permanent fitting to the base

of the Iamphouse. The front plate has the condenser tube cast on the inner surface, whilst the

outer surface holds the slide carrier and cone extension to receive the ligbt eut off. The door

opens the full size of the house, giving easy access to any part of the lamp. The cubic capacity

of this lantern house is greater than in previous designs, thus in working with heavy currents, the

Iamphouse fittings will remain comparatively cool and easy to handle.

PEDESTAL.

Made of heavy cast iron with enamel finish. It rests on three points on the floor and forms a

perfectly rigid and graceful support for the machine. It is swivelled so that it can be swung from

side to side or pointed up or down as occasion requires. When the right direction is obtained a

simple locking device holds it firmly in position. An excellent feature is the support for the Iamp-

house which has a parallel swinging motion so that the light is quickly brought into position for

either the moving picture or stereopticon lens.

SWITCH AND COVER.

A 100 ampère double pôle quick break switch is provided on a substantial cast iron support

underneath the Iamphouse and protected with a heavy métal cover. Asbestos covered wire, with

extra heavy lugs, in suffïcient length for the average installation is furnished with each machine.

This switch may be used on any voltage up to 500.

MOTOR DRIVE.

The pedestals of "Simplex" projectors are designed for the easy attachment of a cast iron

shelf on which is placed a motor which is belted through an idler pulley attached to the pedestal to

a pulley which is quickly attached to the mechanism. The idler pulley and pulley on the motor have

each two grooves, permitting of two speeds by simply shifting the belt, but this variation is not the

closest which can be obtained.

For direct current a small rhéostat is attached to the operator side of the machine and by

means of its adjusting switch very close speed régulation is possible.

The motor supplied for the "Simplex" black and white outfit is rated at 1/16 h.p., séries

wound for any voltage up to 250 volts. When ordering, the voltage must always be specified,

otherwise a motor and starter for 110 volts is included.

When using alternating current, it is advisable to dispense with the motor drive and run by

hand. The easy running qualities of the "Simplex" projector are greatly admired when hand

driving has to be resorted to.

RHEOSTAT.

The "Simplex" résistance is of the wall pattern type and is supplied in units on a single

aluminium frame, each has a regulator switch and is suitably wired with high résistance wire to suit

voltages up to 110 and currents up to 50 ampères. Any multiple of current or voltage can be

obtained by coupling any number of résistances in either parallel or séries, according to the nature

pi the current at disposai, Thèse résistances are of equal value on alternating or direct current.
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SIMPLEX MECHANISM INSTRUCTIONS

Copyrighted by F. H. Richardson.

No. 1 To Remove the Film Gâte 159. P 2.—Lift it straight upward, unhooking the
gâte 159, P 2, from pins Y Y, P 5. The gâte will disengage when raised. Should it

stick tap upward lightly on bottom of gâte.

No. 2, To Remove Intermittent.—To take out whole intermittent movement remove

screw 8, P 3, pull off gear G, P 3. Push in on film trap screw 166, P 2, which opens
gâte 159; P 2. Next remove the lower right hand front section of machine cover—
the section with curved top immediately below the aperture, same being represented
by dotted lines on P 2. This section of the cover is held by four screws. Next loosen
screws 53 P 2 and 4, and push back locks 52, P 2 and 4, so that they no longer engage
ring of frâming cam 92, P 1. Loosen screw 21, P 5, grasp fly wheel 57, P 3, with right
hand and pull straight outward, at the same time pulling out gear 19, P 3, with the
left hand. You thus remove the entire intermittent casing, fly wheel and intermittent
sprocket. In replacing same, reverse the process of removal step by step, first reading
instruction No. 8 carefully. In replacing front curved section of machine cover or
casing, Be Sure to Place the Shortest Screw of The Four in The Top Hole. If one of
the longer ones is used in the top hole it will extend through and tear the film.

No. 3, Adjusting the Star and Cam.—Intermittent sprocket 68, P 1. should have
just a little lost motion. If set up too tight there is some danger that binding or undue
friction will occur. If the adjustment is made while the machine is cold there will nat-
urally be some slight expansion when the parts became warm through friction and by
reason of some heat transmitted through the métal from the spot. After a time, how-
ever, by reason of wear of star and cam, the play in sprocket 68, P 1, may become too
grea't. This has a tendency to render the picture unsteady, and it must then be taken
up by setting star 67, P 5, closer to cam 62. P 5. It is done as follows: loosen two
screws 55, P 4 and 5. Grasp hexagon nut XX, P 5, with a plier or ¥% flat wrench and
turn same slightly either way until the lost motion in the sprocket is almost taken up,
leaving just a little bit of play. Tighten screws (2) 55, P 4 and 5, again.

No. 4, Removing and Replacing Intermittent Sprocket.—The teeth of intermittent
sprocket 68, P 1, do ail the work of pulling down the film, working against the pres-
sure of the tension shoes 160 and 161, P 5. They must therefore be expected to wear.
When the sprocket teeth become undercut, that is to say, having a groove worn in the
surface presented to the film, the sprocket should be removed and a new one installed.
It is a good plan to have an eccentric bushing 54, P 5, star and spindle 67, P 5, and in-
termittent sprocket 68, P 1, already assembled as shown in P 5, ready to place in the
machine when required. The old sprocket may be placed at leisure, this being done as
foliows: Loosen the two screws 55, P 5, grasping intermittent sprocket, pull straight
out, thus removing bushing, star, spindle and sprocket from the casing. Next care-
fully remove sprocket from spindle. To do this first remove taper pins 69 P 1, which
hold the sprocket to the shaft, and with a cloth in the left hand, grasp star and bushing
firmly, while with the right hand you pull the sprocket from its spindle with a twisting
motion. Should the sprocket stick you may lay the edges on a vise and with a brass
or copper punch gently drive the spindle out. Be very careful, if the sprocket is good,
that you do not ruin it in the process, as its rim is thin and easily battered or bent.
In installing the new sprocket be very sure that the large diameter of the pin-holes in
shaft and sprocket are together. To replace parts in the machine first wipe the bush-
ing and its bearings perfectly clean and lubricate with good clean oil. Push the bush-
ing into its bearing until the star is against the cam; turn the fly wheel slowly, at the
same time pushing in on the sprocket, until pin on cam 62, P 5, engages with star slot,
when bushing may be pushed home; after which adjust star to cam as per instruction
number 3 and tighten up the two screws 55, P 5.

No. 5, To Remove Intermittent Casing Cover 50, P 5.—First follow instructions
No. 2 and, 4, next insert steel punch in hole X, P 5, and using it as a wrench unscrew
the cover from casing. The screw of cover O, P 5, is an ordinary right hand thread.

No. 6, To Remove Cam 62, P 5.—First follow instructions No. 2, 4 and 5; then
remove taper pin holding collar 63, P 5, and pull collar off. The cam and its spindle

may then be pulled out.
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No. 7, To Remove Flywheel Shaft, 59, P 3.—First follow instructions No. 2, 4, 5

and 6; then drive out taper pin 58, P 3, pull off fly wheel and shaft will slip out.

No. 8, Replacing Bushing 54, P 5, and Intermittent Casing 49, P 5.—This is a very
simple opération; it is, however, of great importance that it be rightly done. Both
he casing and bushing fit in their bearings very closely. It is therefore necessary

that they, as well as their bearings, be cleaned perfectly and lubricated with a good
:lean oïl. Having done this, push the casing or bushing carefully into place, turning
ar shaking it slightly if it sticks. Never under any circumstances attempt to drive the
parts into place. You will simply ruin both bearings and casings, or bushings if
you do. <=>>&,

• l N°;- 9 ' ^? RePlace Intermittent Casing 49, P 5, in the machine.—First follow
mstructions No. 8; then msert shaft of gear 19, P 3, into its bearing about % in™
Next itBftt casing 49, P 5 into it s bearing, and push both casing and gear into place
ogether, having the rim of casing in such position that locating-pin 93 P 4 enters

hole in casing rim The rest of the opération is simply a reversai of instruction No 2.

bee that the clutch 7, P 4, locks with its mate properly when gear 6 P 3 is oushed
into place. ' '

2 <t VA nVi™ ^ÏT™ °
ear 2

t ï S ?
r
 ?,he ComPlet<= Governor or Vertical Shaft

punch to prevent bend.ng the vertical shaft. This pin is in the hub between upper

™ ^
W

p?
WS

n /f W g™\- ,
N

r
6Xt remove taper

 P
in 91 - P !- and - grasping

gear 25, P 4, pull upwards. Vertical shaft 23, P 4, will corne out, thus releasing the
other parts. b

No. 11, To Remove Spiral Gear 117, P 4.—First follow instruction No. 10: then
remove taper pin holding collar 118, P 4, and pull shaft out to the right.

[H]
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Plate 2.

No. 12, To Remove Spiral Gear 120, P 4.—Drive taper pin out of left-hand end
of gear. Spindle will then slip out to the left, thus releasing gear.

No. 13, To Remove Shutter Gear Bracket 131, P 3—First follow instruction No.
12, then remove the two screws 133, P 3, and bracket will corne off.

No. 14, To Remove Shaft of Outside Revolving Shutter, head of which is shown
at 127^, P 5, loosen set screw 130, P 2 and 3, and the shutter and ail may be pulled off.

No. 15, To Remove Shutter Blade 210^, P 5.—Take out the three screws 210, P 5.

No. 16, Gear 125^, P 2 and 5.—Do Not Attempt to Remove This Gear. It is
Forced on the Shaft Under Pressure and Cannot be Removed Except at the Factory.

No. 17, To Remove Shutter Adjusting Slide Block 107, P 2,—Remove taper pin
near outer edge of the lower track or slide and turn the knob 110, P 2, to the left

until sliding block 107, P 2, is released.

No. 18, To Remove Shaft 108, P 2.—Insert steel punch in hole in the outer one
of the two locking collars, 109, P 2, and, holding punch stationary, turn knob 110,
P 2 to the left, which will unlock the collars. Remove the collars and the shaft may be

pulled out.

No. 19, To Remove Focusing Slide 176, P 2, which carries lens holder 172, P 2.—
First remove bracket 131, P 3 (see instruction No. 13), then remove screw 179, P 2,

and the slide will corne out. On bottom there will be found a small gib which provides
tension. Be sure to replace this gib when putting the parts together again.

No. 20, To Remove Framing Cam 92, P 1 and 4.—Take out upper screw 143, P 3.
Remove gâte, as per instruction No. 1. Remove upper screw 77, P 1, and screws 151,
P 4, which release the film trap 149, P 1. Loosen screw 95, P 5, unscrew ring 94, P 1,
and the cam may then be pulled out to the left. The framing cam is the large ring-

[12]
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bearing in which the intermittent casing 49, P 5, rests. To replace same, just reverse
the process; screwing up ring 94, P 1, until cam has end play, after which set up
screw 95, P 5, tight, as this is the screw which locks ring 94, P 1, in place.

No. 21, To Remove Automatic Fire Shutter Lift Lever 75, P 1.—First remove
screw 73, P 1, and upper screw 77, P 1. Next remove film trap 149, P 1, as per instruc-
tion No. 20. Drive out straight pin 76, P 1, from behind. This releases the lever.

No. 22, To Remove Governor Lift Lever 80, P 4.—Remove lower screw 77, P 1,
and screw 81, P 4.

No. 23, To Remove Framing Slide Lever 99, P 3.—First remove gears 6 and 19,
P 3, and intermittent casing, as per instruction No. 2. Loosen screw 108J4, P 5, which
allows you to pull out lever 99, P 3, carrying spring 105, P 3, with it. This also
releases framing slide arm 96, P 4, carrying roller 97, P 4, which may be pulled out
after lever 99, P 3, has been removed.

No. 24, Spring 105, P 3.—This spring is for the purpose of holding roller 97, P 4,
against the framing cam 92, P 4. It also holds lost motion out of parts between
lever and framing cam. To remove the spring take out screw 103, P 3, which releases

the spring. To replace, put it on its stud in same position as it was, then bend thé
free end around to the right until it enters slot in end of stud. Place wàsher on and
replace screw 103, P 3, setting it up tight.

No. 25, Framing Handle Tension Spring 144, P 1.—This spring causes framing
handle, or lever, 135, P 3, to work hard or easy, according to how it is adjusted. If
lever 135, P 3, works too hard, this spring has too much tension; if too easy there is
not enough. Tension of the spring is governed by nuts 145, P 1. To change the
tension, first remove screw 8, P 3, and pull off gear 6, P 3. Loosen outer one of nuts
145, P 1, and tighten or loosen inside nut until the lever works to suit you, after which
lock the nuts tightly together again.

[13]
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Plate 4.

No. 2G, Film Trap Gâte Holder 163, P 2, is held in place by film trap gâte holding

stud 165, P 2, which runs through ahd is held by a screw 166, P 2, inside of which

screw is a coil spring 168 (not shown on plate), which holds the gâte against film

trap 149, P 1. Ail thèse parts may be readily removed as follows: Place a pièce of

cloth, or paper, between the jaws of a pair of pliers, to prevent marring the métal,

and unscre\y 1GG, P 2, thus releasing the spring and stud 165, P 2. The métal thimble

on screw 166, P 2, is merely to protect and hold the coil spring in proper position.

If it is desired to remove the gâte holder and stud also, you must take off the film
trap (sce instruction No. 20).

No. 27, Film Trap Shoes 155 and 156, P 5, may in time wear. They may be

removed by taking out four screws in front of the film trap which holds them in

place. Thèse shoes are right and left, and you cannot insert them incorrectly. When
ordering, however, take this into considération. Should the screws project through

when new shoes are installed, they must be carefully dressed down flush with surface

of the shoe, using a fine file, same also applying to film trap gâte shoes 160J4 and
161^, P 5.

No. 28, Intermittent Sprocket Tension Shoes 160 and 161, P 5, are made of spring
steel. They hold the film in contact with intermittent sprocket 68, P 1; their adjust-

ment is therefore important. They must be set so that their curved portion just

barely touches the sprocket rim. It must, however, be observed that the inside half

of each shoe is offset so that it is away from the sprocket slightly when the outer

edge touches. Set by the outer half only. Look at the shoes occasionally and see
that they are in proper adjustment.

No. 29, Lens Holder 172, P 5, may be shifted forward or backward on sliding

block 176, P 2, by loosening clamp screw 173, P 5, by means of handle 174, P 5. In

installing new lens, place sliding block 176, P 2, in center of its travel by means of

focusing knob 182, P 3. Place lens in adapter ring 172^, P 5. Thèse rings are made

to fit various sizes of lenses. Loosen screw 173, P 5, by means of handle 174, P 5,

and slide holder back and forth until edges of aperture appear in sharp focus on the

screen. Tighten screw 173, P 5, and complète focusing by means of knob 182, P 3.

Tube projection lenses only can be used on the Simplex machine. It is therefore

necessary to purchase a lens jacket.

lu}
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Plate 5..

Shows two extra intermittent movements. There are two lying
heside the machine, and one placed in the machine.

No. 30, Upper and Lower Sprocket Idlers 44, P 5 and 2, must be carefully adjusted
in relation to the sprockets. The upper idler is adjusted by means of screw 33^,

P 2. That of the lower idler is adjusted by a similar screw 33%, P 2. Thèse rollers

must be kept set away from the sprockets by about twice the thickness of a film.

If set too close it has a tendency to cause the film to run off the sprockets. If too

far away it may cause the sprocket holes to climb, that is, the film may slip over.

In either event the effect is to lose the loops. It will be seen that thèse adjustments

are of the utmost importance. After making adjustment be sure to set up the adjust-
ing-screw lock nuts tightly.

No. 31, Roller Arm Tension Springs.—Upper sprocket roller arm 32, P 2, is held

against sprocket by means of a spring clamped under screws 35, P 2. To remove this

spring take off film trap 149, P 1, as per instruction No. 20. The lower roller arm

spring 43, P 5, is held by two screws which may be removed through the bottom

roller holder opening in base of the machine, when same is removed from table.

No. 32, Aperture Size.—The Simplex aperture is exactly 11/16 by 15/16 of an

inch. Thèse dimensions may be used in figuring lenses for this machine.

No. 33, Oil.—It is well to avoid the use of widely advertised patent oils. As a

rule they are totally unfit for use on a motion picture mechanism. Some of them

possess little or no lubricating qualities. Best results are obtained by use of a good

grade of light dynamo oil. A heavier lubricant is best for gears. For gears a heavy

automobile cylinder oil is recommended. Purchase oil in quantifies from a reliable

dealer. Vaseline may be used for gears, but cylinder oil is better.

No. 34, Washing Gears and Bearings.—Simplex gears and bearings are well

protected from dust and dirt, still it is not a bad plan to wash them thoroughly with

kérosène, benzine or gasoline once each week. Use an ordinary oil can filled with

kérosène, benzine or gasoline, and flood the gears and bearings thoroughly while

turning the crank. Use rags under the gears to catch the dirty oil as it runs off.

... . [15]i \



THE O^^^T* PROJECTOR

No. 35, Setting the Shutter.—The revolving shutter is set while the machine is
in opération by turning knob 110, P 2. If streaks show at top or bottom of letters
in titles or flashes up or clown from any white object in- film, it is évident that the
shutter is out of adjustment. Turn knob 110, P 2, one way or the other until the

ghost disappears.

No. 36, Focusing Lens.—The picture on the screen is readily focused by turning
knob 182, P 3, which moves the projection lens closer to or farther from the film

according to the way it is turned.

No. 37, Clean Sprockets.—If you expect the picture to be steady it is absolutely
essential that you keep intermittent sprocket 68, P 1, clean. Dirt or gum on its face
will cause the picture to become unsteady and vibrate. Also the upper and lower
sprockets, 40, P 5 and 2, should be kept perfectly clean since gum or dirt on their
surface has a tendency to cause the film to run off the sprocket and thus lose the
loops. A tooth brush is best for cleaning sprockets. Ail sprockets should be cleaned

thoroughly at least once every day.

No. 38, Tension Shoes 168^, P 5, provide tension to stop the film and hold it
fiât and stationary over the aperture during exposure. When first run films are used
there is a decided tendency for the soft emulsion to deposit on thèse shoes and this
deposit must be carefully removed after every run. Never use a knife blade or steel
instrument to clean the shoes else you may scratch them and make matters worse.
Use a wet rag or scrape with a silver coin or some soft métal article. A little tallow
fubbed on before each run will help to prevent emulsion depositing but nothing will
entirely prevent it. This trouble usually occurs only with first run films. Tension
for shoes 168J4, P 5, is provided by spring 170 J/2 , P 2. The tension is constant and
can only be varied by bending the springs. It should be more than just enough to
prevent the picture from climbing up on the screen when crank speed is increased
to about 90 révolutions per minute. More than this only wears the sprocket holes of
the film and the mechanism of the machine uselessly.

No. 39, Stereopticon Lens.—The stereo lens will be placed in its mount and
clamped in place by ring 218^, P L To adjust lens loosen wingnuts 225, P 1, and
slide the lens and mount either forward or backward on rod 226, P 1, until picture
is in approximate focus on screen. Tighten wingnuts 225, P 1, again and complète
focusing with knob 232, P 1. The stereo lens can be raised or lowered by means of
knob 228, P 1, thereby centering the picture on the screen.

No. 40, Oil Holes Will Be Found, as indicated on the various plates.

No. 41, Threading.—The course of the film through the machine is shown by the
dotted white line on P 2.

The numbers refer to parts and plates, thus: 62, P 5, means that part No. 62, which,
by référence to the list of parts, we find to be the Cam of the intermittent movement,
will be found on plate 5.

Note. This Mechanism Is Covered, or Boxed In, by a Métal Casing. This Casing
Has Been Removed in Order to Show the Parts.

"Simplex "
THE PEER OF ALL MOTION PICTURE

PROJECTING MACHINES.

THE <^#95^^r PROJECTOR

NAMES AND NUMBERS OF PARTS
FOR THE

SIMPLEX MECHANISM

Order parts by number only. Thèse numbers are the manufacturers' regular stock

numbers. The first column of figures indicates the plate

on which the part is shown.

l&Z-

1 -

3&4-
4 -
4 -
3

1&2-
2 -

2 -
1

2
2 -
2
3&4-
4
4
2 &5-
2 -

4
4 -
4

2 &5-
2

6 -
2 &5-

4 &5-
4 &5-
4 -
4 -
4 -

4 &5-
4 &5-

4 -
3 &4-
4 &5-
3
3 &5-

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
IT
18
19
19^
20
21
22
22 'A
23
24
25

25^
26
27
28
29
30
31
si'A
32
33

33 y2

34
35

35^
36

39
■ 40

41
42

■ 43
■ 44

45

45^
46

46A
49

■ 50
51

■ 52
53

54
55

56
57
57 'A
58
59
60

Centre Frame.
Centre Frame Screws (2).
Base.
Base Wing Screws (2).
Base Dowel Pins (2).
Main Driving Gear (spur).
Main Driving Gear (internai).
Main Driving Gear Clutch.
Main Driving Gear Retain Screw.
Main Driving Gear Clutch Pin.
Crank Shaft.
Crai.k Driving Collar.
Crank Driving Collar Pin.
Crank.
Crank Retain Screw.
Crank Retain Plug.
Crank, Wooden Ilandles.
Crank Stud.
Crank Washer.
ïntermcdiate Gear No. 2 (spur).
Intermediate Gear (bevel).
Intermediate Shaft.
ïntermcdiate Shaft Retain Screw.
Intermediate Gear No. 1.
Washers on Intermediate Gear.
Vertical Shaft.
Double Bevel Gear No. 2.
Bevel Gear No. 3.
Bevel Gear Taper Pin.
Vertical Shaft Washer No. 2.
Vertical Shaft Bracket.
Vertical Shaft Bracket Screw.
Vertical Shaft Bracket Pin.
Top Sprocket Shaft.
Bevel Gear No. 4.
Bevel Gear Taper Pin.
Upper Sprocket Roll Arm.
Upper and Lower Sprocket Roll Arm

Pins (2).
Upper and Lower Sprocket Roll Arm

Screws (2).
Upper Sprocket Roll Arm Spring.
Upper and Lower Roll Arm Spring

Screws (4).
Upper and Lower Arm Nuts (2).
Upper and Lower Roll Arm Pivot

Screws (2).
Lower Sprocket Shaft.
Lower Sprocket Gear.
Lower Sprocket Shaft Washer.
Upper and Lower Sprockets.
Upper and Lower Sprocket Pins (2).
Lower Sprocket Roll Arm.
Lower Sprocket Roll Arm Spring.
Pad Rollers (2).
Pad Roller Studs (2).
Oil Tube for Crank Shaft.
Pad Roller Screws (2).
Oil Tube.
Intermittent Case.
Intermittent Case Cover.
Intermittent Case Cover Locks (2).
Intermittent Case Cover Lock Pins (2).
Intermittent Case Cover Lock Screws

(2).
Intermittent Case Eccentric Bushing.
Intermittent Case Eccentric Bushing

Set Screws (2).
Intermittent Case Oil Cup.
Fly Wheel.
Fly Wheel Gear.
Fly Wheel Taper Pin.
Fly Wheel Shaft.
Fly Wheel Shaft Washer.

61
■ 63

64
65
66
67
68
69

70
71
72
73

74
75
76
77

5 — 61 Star Wheel Cam Spur Gears (2).
4 &5— 63 Star Wheel Cam Collar.

Star Wheel Cam Collar Taper Pin.
Star Wheel Cam Pin.
Star Wheel Cam Washer.
Star Wheel & Shaft.
Intermittent Sprocket Wheel.
Intermittent Sprocket Wheel Taper

(Pins (2).
Auto. Fire Shutter.
Auto. Fire Shutter Stud.
Auto. Fire Shutter Lift Link.
Auto. Fire Shutter Life Link Retain

Screw.
Auto. Fire Shutter Lever Stud.
Auto. Fire Shutter Lever.
Auto. Fire Shutter Lever Pivot Pin.
Auto Fire Shutter Link Hinge

Screws (3).
— 78 Governor Lift Lever Conn. Link.

Governor Lift Lever Link.
Governor Lift Lever.
Governor Lift Lever Pivot Screw.
Governor Lift Lever Stud.
Governor Lift Lever Roller.
Governor Lift Lower Link Holder.
Governor Weight Stop.
Governor Weight Links (4).
Governor Weights (2).
Governor Top Link Holder.
Governor Weight Screws (4).
Governor Link Holder Screws (4).
Governor Link Holder Pin.
Framing Cam.
Framing Cam Locating Pin.
Framing Cam Adjusting Ring.
Framing Cam Adjusting Ring Screw.
Framing Slide Arm.
Framing Slide Arm Roller.
Framing Slide Arm Roller Pin.
Framing Slide Lever.
Framing Slide Lever Block.
Framing Slide Lever Pin.
Framing Slide Lever Stud.
Framing Slide Lever Stud Screw.
Framing Slide Lever Stud Set Screw.
Framing Slide Lever Spring.
Framing Slide Lever Stud Washer.
Shutter Adjusting Slide.
Shutter Adjusting Screw.
Shutter Adjusting Slide Screw.
Shutter Adjusting Screw Collars (2).
Shutter Adjusting Screw Knob.
Shutter Adjusting Screw Knob Pin.
Framing Slide.
Framing Slide Guide Rod.
Framing Slide Set Screw.
Spiral Gear Driving Shaft.
Shutter Driving Bevel Gear.
Spiral Driving Gear with broached

hole.
Spiral Gear Driving Shaft Collar.
Spiral Gear Driving Shaft Collar Pin.
Spiral Gear.
Spiral Gear Shaft.
Spiral Gear Pin.
Intermediate Shutter Gear.
Intermediate Shutter Gear Pin.
Intermediate Shutter Gear Bushing.

Shutter Blade Spur Gear.
Shutter Blade Gear Collar.
Shutter Blade Gear Stud.
Shutter Blade Gear Bushing.

Shutter Blade Gear Distance Pièce.

l & 3-

■ 80
81
82
83
84
85
86

-87
— 88
— 89

90
— 91
1—92
— 93
— 94
— 95
— 96
— 87

96
— 99

100
101
102

—103
104

—105
106

—107
—108
—108J4
—109
—110
—111
—112

113
114

—115
—116
—117

■118
119
120
121
122

123^
124
125

-125H
■126 'A
127 'A
12854

2&5—129J4

4 &5—1

2 &5
2
5 -

un



THE PROJECTOR

2 &3—130
S —131

132
133

8 —134
8 —135
8 —136
3 —137
3 —138
3 —139
8 —140
g —141

8 —142
8 —143

—144

—145

1 {! 4—146
—147
—148
—149

150
—151
—152
— 153
—154

6 —155
5 —156

157
158

2 —159
5 —160
5 —160)4
6 —161

162
2 —163

164

2 —165

2 —166
167
168

6 —168J4
2 —169
2 —170
2 —17054
2 —171
2 &5—172
5 —17254
5 —173

E —174

6 —176
2 —176

177
178

2 —179

S —180
181

Names and Numbers of Parts for the Simplex Mechanism (Continued)
Pinion Knob (same

Shutter BladeGear Set Screw.
Shutter Gear Bracket.
Shutter Gear Bracket Pin.
Shutter Gear Bracket Screws (2).
Picture Framing Handle Arm.
Picture Framing Handle.
Picture Framing Lever.
Picture Framing Conn. Link.
Picture Framing Link.
Picture Framing Arm.
Picture Framing Lever Pivot Screw.
Picture Framing Lever Pivot Screw

Nuts (2).
Picture Framing Link Screws (2).
Picture Framing Conn. Link Screws

(2). . .
Picture Framing Handle hnction

Spring. . ,
Picture Framing Handle Friction

Spring Bet. Nuts (2).
Picture Framing Handle Pivot.
Picture Framing Handle Pivot Nut.
Picture Framing Friction Washer.
Film Trap.
Film Trap Locating Pins (2).
Film Trap Screws (2).
Latéral Guide Roller Shaft.
Latéral Guide Rollers (2).
Latéral Guide Roller Spring.
Film Trap Shoe, Right (Inside).
Film Trap Shoe. Left (Outside).
Film Trap Shoe Set Screws (8).
Film Trap Bushing.
Film Trap Gâte.
Int. Sprocket Shoe. Right (Inside).
Film Trap Gâte Shoe, Right (Inside).
Int. Sprocket Shoe, Left (Outside).
Film Trap Gâte Tension Screws (8).
Film Trap Gâte Holder.
Film Trap Gâte Holder Pins (2).
Film Trap Gâte Holder Stud.
Film Trap Gâte Holder Stud Screw.
Film Trap Gâte Thimble.
Film Trap Gâte Holder Spring.
Film Trap Door Pad.
Film Trap Door Trip Lever Screw.
Film Trap Door Trip Lever.
Film Trap Door Pad Spring.
Film Trap Door Trip Lever Spring.
Projecting Lens Holder.
Projecting Lens Holder Adaptor.
Projecting Lens Holder Clamp Screw.
Projecting Lens Holder Clamp Screw

Handle.
P. & S. Lens Holder Clamp Screw.
Focusing Slide.
Focusing Slide Gib.
Focusing Slide Gib Pin.
Focusing Rack Retain Screw.
Focusing Rack Arm.
Focusing Rack Arm & Stereo. Slide

Friction Spring.

—182

—183
—184

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

—194
195
196
197
198
199
19954
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
20954

—210
5—21054

211
212
213
214
215
216
21654

—21754
218

—21854
—219

220
221 }4
222 »4
223
224

—225

—226
—227
—228
—229

330
»S1

—28»
—«SS

784

Focusing
stereo.).

Focusing Pinion Knob Taper Pin.
Focusing Pinion.
Right Front Cover.
Left Front Cover.
Left Front Cover Thumb Screws (2).

Right Back Cover.
Left Back Cover.
Right Cover.
Right Cover Rivets (2).
Right Cover Screw.
Cover Screws (17).
Top Plate.
Right Door.
Right Door Hinge.
Right Door Lock Button.
Right Door Lock Spring.
Right Door Lock Stop
Right Door Lock Screws (2)
Left Door
Left Door Hinge.
Left Door Lock Pin.
Left Door Lock Pin Spring.
Left Door Lock Taper Pin.
Right & Left Door Hinge Rivets (11).
Right & Left Door Hinge Screws (11).
Right & Left Door Knobs (2).
Right & Left Door Knob Screws (4).

Shutter Blade one Wing.
Shutter Blade Stay.
Shutter Blade Screws (3).
Thrce Wing Shutter.
Shutter Case.
Shutter Case Cover.
Shutter Case Cover Lock Pins (3).
Shutter Case Support.
Shutter Case Bracket.
Shutter Case Screws (12).
Shutter Case Bracket Screws (6).
Stereo. Lens Holder.
Stereo. Lens Holder Clamp Screw.
Stereo. Lens Flolder Clamp Ring.
Stereo. Clamp Bail.
Stereo. Clamp Bail Stud.
Stereo. Universal Clamp Body.
Stereo. Universal Clamp.
Stereo. Universal Clamp Pin.
Stereo. Universal Clamp Wing Screw.
Stereo. Lens Focus Adjust Wing

Screws (2).
Stereo. Lens Adjusting Rod.
Stereo. Arm.
Stereo. Lens Adjusting Screw.
Stereo. Slide.
Stereo. Slide Pin.
Stereo. Focusing Pinion.
S. P. Focusing Pinion Knob.
S. & P. Focusing Pinion Knob Taper

Pin.
Stereo. ( Slide & Focusing Rack Arm

Friction Spring.

The ' Simplex " can be furnished with

the most complète

MOTOR EQU1PMENT
with most Unique Attachments, either

for Alternating or Direct current = =

PR1CE ON APPLICATION.
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SUCCESS ACHIEVED

Kineto Model "B."
THE MATCH LESS PROJECTOR.

Absolute Steadiness. Smooth Working.

Silent and Flickerless. The Latest Improved Pattern.

British Manufacture Throughout.
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Advantages of the Kineto Projector.
Passage of the film through the machine is provided by an Idéal Pin Movement,

strong, hard and durable, which prevents the wear and tear of film, and is not

easily injured, as are similar appliances in other machines of "the class.

By engaging four holes on each side of the film, the strain—reduced to a minimum—

is more evenly diïided than is possible with any existing movement, whether of the

pin, Maltese Cross or Dog Movement.

While the KINETO is the strongest and most compact Machine, the complète outfit

is lighter and more easy of transport than any other Projector.

A great adYantage is gained by the Take-up being placed underneath the mechanism,

which allows the machine to be fixed close to the front of the operating chamber, or

box. This saving of Yaluable spaee enables the Kineto Outfit to be worked with

greater facility in a box 3ft. 6ins. square than is possible with any other machine

working in a 5ft. space.

The lantern body, being larger than the types hitherto adopted, and the whole side

of the lantern forming a hinged door, the necessity of remoïing the lamp for the adjust-

ment of carbons or for re-carboning no longer exists.

Machine-scratched pictures are impossible with a Kineto as the médium of projection,

as the film runs entirely on the outside edges and over hollow ground rollers.

The Film Trap is so constructed that ail small springs are dispensée! with, the

guiding springs and mechanism being of solid tempered steel, with adjustment screws

which can be easily manipulated at the operator's discrétion.

The KINETO is constructed on a principle which enables ail films, of whateïer

registration, to be run, the machine racking 1| pictures.

The Take-up being a direct drive is absolutely certain; an adjustable friction

tension permits a réel of any size to be used, with an entire absence of film strain,

pulling upon the machanism, back lash and unsteadiness.

Ail the délicate parts of the Kineto are enclosed, and any possibility of bending or

breakage during transit is thus removed.

The KINETO will run any film, however shrunken, broken-edged, or buckled, a

perforation here and there being ail that is required.

A driïing wheel or pulley is attached to the shutter spindle, which permits the

use of a motor.

The Kineto apparatus is equipped with a perfectly correct optical System for

Kincmatographic and Lantern projection purposes.

The foregoing advantages, combined with ease and quickness of working and

perfect adjustment of mechanical parts, will not only secure for the Kineto the unqualified

approval of every exhibitor and the satisfaction of his audience, but will also prolong the

life of his films and effect a great saving in his expenses.
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The KINETO PATENT PROJECTOR.

DETAILS OF MECHANISM.

In giving détails of the construction of this Projector, we désire to préface our descripton by

pointing out that it is the resuit of many years' careful study and experiment in the design and

manufacture of this class of apparatus, and that it embraces ail the best features and ail the latest im-

provements which have been introduced to date, in addition to the unique features which are reserved

to it under our Patents.

In order to obtain

the most perfect results in

a Projector, it is necessary

that the period of move-

ment as compared with

the period of rest should

be as short as possible.

This allows for the maxi-

mum amount of illumina-

tion on the sheet, as the

more rapid the movement,

the smaller the width of

the shutter necessary to

mask the said movement.

It is also necessary that the

mechanism which moves

the film intermittently

should do its work with

such accuracy that there is

absolutely n o différence

between the amount of

" pull down " on each

successive picture.

In the feeding mech-

anism of tins Projector, the

period of movement is only

one-fifth the total period of

each picture ; that is to

say, it is moving for one-

fifth and is stationery for

the remaining four-fifths of

a period. The pièce of

mechanism which opérâtes

the entire cycle of move-

ment for each successive picture does so in one complète révolution ; it is not dépendent upon the

accuracy of a dividing arrangement between the driving gear and the part which moves the picture,

as in the case of the ordinary Bioscope mechanism, where any inaccuracy in the cutting of the

sprocket drum or the main gear wheel will cause an unsteady picture. The steadiness of the projec-

tion thrown by this machine is obsolutely indépendant of the cutting of the gearing.
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THE KINETO PATENT PROJECTOR-continued.

Of course the most interesting part of the machine is the actual feeding mechanism, and in order

to explain its action, we show a section of this in the following diagram. The vertical spindle carrying

the double cam, "a," makes a complète révolution for each picture as it passes through the Projector.

It is driven though the " sun and planet " gearing by means of the horizontal shaft shown in section ;

this is the shaft which carries the driving handle, and the gearing is five to one, and eight pictures for

each révolution of the handle. The ring,

marked "h," is eut with internai teeth

and is a fixture to the bearing plate,

marked "j." The spider, "g," which is

fastened to— and driven round by—the

top bevel wheel, is fitted with three pinion

studs, each of which carries a toothed

wheel or "planet" gearing into the centre

pinion, "e," and the ring, "h." The

resuit is that the drive is divided between

the three planet wheels, thus securing a

finely balanced movement and making a

gear which it is almost impossible to

wear out.

The Cam "a" is eut with agroovein

its outer periphery which engages with a

rollerjnarked "f," and this groove imparts

a vertical movement to the feed slide "b,"

exaclly corresponding to the height of a

picture, that is, tliree-quarters of an inch,

A second and somewhat smaller

groove marked "c" in the diagram is eut

on the top face of the cam in such

a way that it controls the position

of the feeding claw in its relation

to the film.

While the feed slide "b" is

travelling downwards, the feeding

claw is moved forward so as to en-

gage with the perforations in the

film, but while the feed slide is

travelling up, the feeding claw is

withdrawn clear of the film.

The Cam itself is of novel

construction, it acts as a steadying

device on the whole mechanism on the principle of the

gyroscope. The two balancing dises in the centre of the

cam shown in section in the diagram are arranged to

exactly counter-balance the différence in the mass of

the cam drum so that no deflecting strain is thrown on

the bearings, with the resuit that the picture is thrown steadly on the screen and the driving power is

reduced to a minimum. Ail parts are made to gauge, and are practically interchangeable, and those

subject to hard wear are made of steel, hardened and tempered.
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Kineto Projector Outfit, model " b "
ILLUSTRATED ON PAGES 3 & 5.

PRICE.

â.

One Kineto Mechanism fitted with Lantern Lens Bracket
£

and Adaptor 30 0 0

One Rackmount or Lens Holder 10 6

One Kineto Spécial Objective (any focus) .... 1 5 0

One Kineto Spécial Lantern Lens with Extension Tubes

(any focus up to 18in.) 17 0

One Set of Fireproof Spool Boxes, the lower one fitted

with adjustable friction geared Re^winder or Take-up 6 6 0

One Kineto spécial, extra heavy, adjustable Iron Stand 4 4 0

One Kineto spécial large and iron Lantern, body fitted with

spécial extra heavy 4in. Condenser, mounted in 4^in. cell 5 5 0

One Kineto Adjustable Lamp Tray 1 5 0

One Kineto extra heavy Arc Lamp (choice of either

Model "L," or Model "M" 7 7 0

One Kineto Brass double Slide Carrier 15 0

One Kineto Curtain Light Cut^off 1 1 0

One Kineto Travelling Case 3 5 0

Twenty-five pairs of Carbons (16 solid, 22 cored) 10 0

One bottle of Spécial Clock Oil 2 6

One can of Ordinary Oil 1 0

Code ••KINO." £62 14 0

Spécial Pnice : : £60 complète.

. . EXTRAS . .

One Kineto Motor Shelf, 10s. 6d. One Spécial Motor, £3 10s. One Motor Regulator, £1 15s.

NOTE.— In the event of any articles mentioned in the complète Outfit not being required, same will

be allowed for at Catalogue Priées.

If Spool Boxes are not required, the ordinary top arm and take-up, as per illustration on page 30, can

be supplied, allowance being made according to Catalogue Priées.

When ordering Motor please state voltage on which it is to work.

We can quote specially for Résistances upon receipt of parliculars as to current capacity and supply

of voltage.
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Kineto Lantern Body.

Constructed on entirely new Unes for practical use and not for show—

aîthoùgh of very neat design—the Kineto Lantern
 :

possesses many advan-

tages not hitherto introduecd. :: :: ::

The front and back pillars, and the base, are made of thick cast iron plate. The doors and

lantern are of heavy Russian iron, attached to the front by massive brass hinges. Absolute

rigidity is secured by the solid brass stage and cone of the lantern being securely fitted to the

substantial cast iron front. The construction of the stage allows an alum trough to be fitted,

and the cone is of the standard size, which permits the attachment of the curtain light cut-off.

F

ïtlIM

The doors form the full sides of the lantern, and the peep-hole, being made a trifle larger than

is usual and placed in the front a little above centre, gives the correct line of vision while theoperator

is regulating the light.

The condenser tube is of sufficient size to allow the use of a 4jin. condenser, but we supply,

unless otherwise requested, one of the Kineto Spécial 4m. Condensers mounted on brass lugs to fit

the 4.Jin. tube, providing good ventilating space and hclping to keep the condenser cool. This extra

heavy métal condenser will easily accommodate 100 or 101 m/m Lenses, and is held in position in the

tube by bayonet catches. The tube is made in one casting and forms part of the lantern front.

Another important feature of the Kineto Lantern is its extra large size— 2oins. high over ail,

13ms. long and 7jins. wide—which permits the use of extra long carbons. The lamp carbon

holders can easily accommodate 7m. carbons, or longer if required—a great advantage, as there is

no necessity to change carbons even during an exhibition of three hours' duration.
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The base of the lantern is

fitted with runners for jet and lamp

trays. The underside of the lantern

is grooved to slide on rods attached

to the stand for the purpose of

moving the lantern into position for

the display of ordinary slides or

gênerai stereopticon work.

THE WHOLE IS HIGHLY

FINISHED AND OF . . .

SUPERIOR- APPEARANCE.

Code - " KINOT."

Price £5 5s.

Kineto Extra Heavy Condenser.

This Condenser, extra heavy, is made in three parts, the rims being attached to the cell by a

System of bayonet catches which prevent binding when removal of the lenses is necessary for cleaning

purposes. As the métal used in the construction of the cell is slow to heat and cool, a lens broken

by sudden expansion or contraction is practically impossible.

Code ' KW.

The cell will accommodate

either 100 or 101 m/m lenses, and is

held in position in the lantern tube

by a bayonet catch.

The lugs are attached to the

cell by means of long screws which

allow for packing should the lantern

tube be too large, thus practically

making the Condenser adjustable and

easily fitted to lanterns of other types, Priice £1 3s

EXTRA CONDENSER LENSES.

Bi-Convex Condenser Lenses, 4in. diameter 2s. 6d. each.

Meniscus Lenses, 4in. diameter 2s. 6d. eaeh.
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Kineto Kinematograph Objectives.

Thèse spécial objectives of various foci (Group
C") are mounted in highly polished

brass tubes r
 4

3/6
4
ths of an inch in diameter. and are used with the KINETO Rackmount,

the lenses being interchangeable.

The lenses are quite rectilinear and give a perfectly flat field, colour values being truly

rendered and sharp définition obtained.

Code " CABED. Price (any focus) < £1 5s,

Kineto Rackmount or Lens Holder.

This holder is made of brass, highly polished and lac-

quered. A milled headed screw, working in a brass saddle,

actuates the Rack and Pinion for focussing, and the inner tube

is split so that ail lenses will fit truly and firm.

Code " CABEDELO. Price , 10s 6d,

2G

Kineto Lenses for Announcement

I^=I Slides> i^^i
"A"

Thèse lenses are of first-class quality and are used with the Kinematograph for showing

gênerai announcements and lantern slides. The mounts are highly polished and lacquered and

the équivalent focus is engraved on the hinged flash shutter.

CDcs
A B KINETO

PRICE—Any focus to 18in. - - 17S.

Above 18in. focus - - - 22s.

Code "CABEIRIC

Extension Tubes.

Thèse tubes are made of brass, polished and lacquered in the same finish as the

lenses. They are made in the iollowing lengths, and the prices are as below : —

PRICE—lin. 2in., 3in., 4in. - - each 5s.

,, 5in. ..... each 6s.

Code " CABELIAN."
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KINETO FILM CEMENT.

Specially prepared. Always ready. Makes strong and perfect joints witbout drawing or

wrinkling the film. Supplied in bottles with stopped corks, and camel hair brush.

Price per 40Z. Bottle - - is. 6d.

NON^FLAM FILM CEMENT

Supplied in bottles with stopped corks and camel hair brush.

Price per 40Z. Bottle = - 4s. od.

CALICO AND LINEN SCREENS.

Made of the best material, hemmed ail round and fitted with eyelets ; made in any size

required. The following prices are subject to market fluctuations :—

10 feet square

12 „ »

M „ », •

CALICO. LINEN.

£ s, d. £ s. d.

0 13 0 12 0

0 16 6 1 10 0

1 S 6 2 0 0

16 feet square ...

18 H

20 „ „ .»

CALICO. LINEN.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

1 12 6 2 10 0

1 19 0 3 3 0

2 6 0 3*0

TO F1ND THE DIMENSIONS OF A PICTURE.

Divide the distance (in inches) between the sheet and the lens by the focal length of the lens.

The resuit will furnish the width of the picture in inches on the screen, and its height will be three-

quarters of the width.

EXAMPLE—Distance between lens and sheet, 8sft. or i.oaoins ; focal length of lens, 5 ins.

Width of the picture, therefore, 1,020ms. H- 51ns. = 204ms., or 171t. Height of picture, iyft. -r 1 =

2ft gins.

The lens of a slide projecting lantern should be three times the focal length of that used in the

pro ection of Animated Pictures.
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Kineto Spécial Extra Heavy Stand.

This stand has been most carefully designed to meet ail requirements as regards strength and

adjustment. It is considerably stronger than the KINETO Bioscope stand as the framework is made

of much heavier material.

For the purpose of adjustment, either

end can be raised or lowered by a coarse

threaded boit fitted in the centre of each end,

as per illustration. Each corner support is

also fitted with a clamping screw, which does

away with any possibility of side-play. There

are four cross supports supplied instead of two,

as illustrated, doubly ensuring the n'gidity and

strength of the stand. The feet of the stand

are drilled and adjustable so that they can

without trouble be bolted to the floor. The

weight is about 75lbs.

It is made specially for the Kineto Projector, but any other machine can be adapted.

Code - " KONY." Price ... £4 4s.

Kineto Adjustable Bioscope Exhibition Stand.
Designed and constructed to supply a long-felt want and to replace the rickety "anything-will-

do" Exhibition Stand in présent use, this Kineto appliance is a novel and valuable feature in

Kinematographic projection, easily adjusted and absolutely

rigid.

Made entirely of iron, the new projecting stand is so

constructed that the back or front can be raised or lowered

six inches. The legs can also be extended in a backward

and forward direction, as in the illustration, which enables

the operator to obtain any required angle by the simple

process of tilting.

Strengthened by adjustable diagonal stays, the stand

can be bolted and perfect rigidity secured when the desired

position and élévation have been found.

The top rails are drilled with several screw holes, to

allow the attachment of any existing base board.

The stand is of the best workmanship, finished m a chocolaté coloured hard stove enamel, and

made in détachable pièces for facility in transport.

Its dimensions, when on the lowest right angle élévation, are 36ms. wide, 38ms. high

Code - " KONE." Price ' . . £2 10s.



Kineto Take-up.
Made in a solid and rigid casting, this Take-up can

be firmly fastened to the mechanism, and is easily

detached for transit.

It is made with a direct-geared drive, with an

adjustable friction plate which controls the tension of

the réel and ensures a steady and uniform pull when the

film is re-wound.

The arm is sufficiently long to carry a 16-in. spool.

The Kineto Take-up is made to absolute gauge,

and, by providing accuracy and alignment in running,

prevents the wear and tear of perforations so often caused

by the film straying from side to side of the réel.

The casting is carefully finished in a hard

stoving enamel of chocolaté colour, and the steel and

brass parts are highly burnished.

Code " KETO. Price £2 10s.

Kineto Fireproof Spool Boxes.

L.C.C. rules and régulations have also been very carefully considered.

Thèse boxes are

of very excellent de-

sign, made after a

large amount of ex-

perimenting, and are

constructed of sheet

steel.

The hinges are

made of extra heavy

solid brass, which

adds to the strength

and durability of the

boxes,

The inside mea-

surementsare 1 2jins.

diameter and 2jins.

deep which allows

ample room for réels

to run without bind-

ing on the sides.

Code " COTES: rice £6 6s.

Note.— Fireproof Spool Boxes for the Maltese Cross Movement and the Two and Three

Sprocket Bioscopes are similar in construction, and the same materials and care are used, but they

are of slightly diflerent design. Price as above.
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Kineto Spécial Film-Joiner.
This Joiner is most convenient and a labour and time saver. The film race is of good length,

which ensures perfect alignment, and by placing the ends of the film over the teeth absolute

accuracy in making joins is obtained.

When the ends of the films have been

placed properly on the pins by closing the

centre clamp, which is fitted with a spring

cushion pad, sufficient tension is caused to

press the films together evenly and to make a

secure joint.

The mender is beautifully finished ir

green enamel and polished brass.

Code •• CABUN:' Price" £1 15.

Spécial Kineto Joining Outfit.
This little handy Outfit includes a bottle of Cernent, a part of a standard guage Sprocket

Wheel, a steel Straight Edge, a hardened steel Scraper and a pièce of plate glass.

By the use of thèse various articles perfect joins and absolute registration are obtained. The

part of the sprocket wheel ensures the registration and the straight edge and scraper remove the

emulsion without ragged edges from the film base. The plate glass supplies a smooth and trans-

parent surface to work upon. This outfit has proved itself a great convenience and a most useful

article to an equipment.

Code "CABREADO." Price .... 1 2s.

Kineto Adjustable Lamp Tray.
This Tray supplies an acknowledged want as it enables the operator to bring the crater with

great nicety into the focus of the condenser.

The Tray consists of two platforms, the lower one being securely fixed to the floor of the

lantern house, while the upper one

has a limited travel and is moved

backwards arid forwards by the use

of a rack and pinion adjustment. The

base of the lamp rests on the travel-

ling portion and is secured in its

position by small and adjustable

clamps.

This Tray is not only a great

convenience, but is most useful in

preventing any possibility of burnt fingers and shock while the operator is endeavouring to get the

lamp in proper position.

Code " CABESTROS." Price . . . . £1 5s.
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The Kineto Spécial Arc Lamps.

Model Ii.

MODEL "L."

Hancf'Feed Arc Lamp.

The chief feature of this lamp is its

extra solid construction and convenience. It

is very heavily built to counteract the

effects of expansion and contraction. Every

part carrying current is highly insulated with

mica so that the body of the lamp itself is

safely insulated.

Every known and required adjustment is

provided for and carbons ranging from 12 m/m

to 25 m/m diameter can be used.

Only one adjustment is used for gripping carbons in the holders which ensnres carbons

always coming in proper line.

For use on alternating current the carbon holders can be adjusted to any angle. The pillars

supporting the carbon holders are triangular in shape which avoids any possibility of side play. and

their extra length enables the use of extra long carbons.

Code " KOLT." Price £7 7s.

MODEL "M."

This lamp is furnished with a tilting

arrangement of nearly half-a-circle, and every

provision for side, upward and downward ad-

justment is made.

The uprights supporting the carbon-

holders are triangular in shape, to promote

absolute steadiness and prevent sideplay when

the light is adjusted.

The teeth of the rack are large and

perfectly eut, to permit easy feed of carbon.

The top carbon-holder is adjustable and

is worked from the back of the lamp, so
Model M. Capacity of Lamp, 75 amps

that a carbon may be replaced without the operator waiting for the arm to cool.

Code "KOTE: Price £7 7s.
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Finest Grade Electric Light Carbons
For PROJECTION ARC LAMPS.

The better the carbon, the more brilliant the light ; consequently, the more satisfactory the

picture.

Upon the quality of the carbons used for Kinematographic Arc Lamps the success of

the display very largely dépends, especially where the intense currents necessary for Kinema-

tographic exhibitions are dealt with.

The finest grade carbons obtainable, giving a brilliant, steady and silent light—without the

spluttering, hissing or shifting of the arc which are noticeable features where carbons of inferior

grade are employed—are by far the most economical in the long run.

The following quotations are for carbons of the very finest quality only, nicely pointed

ready for use.

FOR CONTINUOUS CURRENT.

Packages of 25 carbons, lin. points.

Solid. Cored.

Amps. Length m /m Length m/m

IO-15 y 'm. 10 7Ù1. 13.

15-25 y'm. 12 7in. 16.

25-35 j 'm. J 3 7m. 18.

35-45 7111. 14 gin. 20.

40-50 j 'm. 16 gin. 22.

50-70 7m. 18. gin. 25.

Price.

Per 25 pairs

s. d.

Spécial 3in. tapered, 18 m/m solid, 7in. long (per 25)

3

4

S

7

9

11

6

FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT.

Packages of 25 carbons, iin. points.

Amps. Length m/m

20-30 7m. 13. Cored Per 25 pairs 3 10

30-35 7in. 16. 5 6

35-50 7in. 18. „ , 6 10

60-80 gin. 20. „ ... 10 10

60-74 S ... gin. 22. „ ... 13 4

80 -IOO gin. 25- ... 18 0
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The KINETO TRAVELLING CASE.

This case is constructed of heavy, best grade, white wood, and is finished mahogany colour.

The cabinet work is first-class in every respect, the case being dove-tailed and every precaufon

taken to raake it solid and substantial

It is so designed that the varions parts of the outfit pack securely in separate comparants

thus avoiding damage in transit.

Ail parts of the outfit can be packed in the case excepting legs and struts of iron stand.

The case is fitted with lock, two extra safety catches, handles for carrying and heavy iron corners

Outside dimensions, 35ms. long, 22ins. high and 13ms. deep.

Code "MON. Price £3 5s.

KINETO CURTAIN LIGHT CUT-OFF.

Another inrovation in Light Cut-

offr, producing a new effect in the

graduai illumination of the pro-

jected picture or slide announce-

ment with a graduai Curtain Cut-

off (being equal from both sides).

Manufactured of solid brass.

Will fit any standard Lantern

Cone by means of a clamp

ring operated by a screw.

Code " CABREMOS,; Price £Ms.
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Kineto Combinée! Film and Spool Winder.
TABLE PATTERN.

This is perhaps the most convenient

winder made, as it is so constructed that it re-

winds from réel to réel, or films can be wound

separately with safety and speed.

The two arms are mounted securely on a

small oak base-board. One is for holding a

spool of film to be re-wound and the other is

for re-winding the film. The gearing is five to

one and totally enclosed to prevent accident.

By removing the large brass dise, " A,"

which is held in position by a large milled head

nut, the machine is adaptable for re-winding from spool to spool. The métal parts are heavily con-

structed, finished in green hard enamel and the brass parts are highly burnished. A most useful and

ever-ready instrument. Code"KOMB." Price - £2 10s.

Kineto Combined Film

and Spool Winder.
DOUBLE ARM PATTERN.

This winder is made for the purpose of re-winding either single films

or from réel to réel, and is easily fitted to any tablé or shelf, temporarily,

or as a fixture.

The gearing is five to one, en-

closed in a heavy brass shield which

prevents any accident as regards film

or fingers being entangled in the gear.

The arms are made of heavy

cast iron, finished in green hard ena-

mel. The brass parts are ail highly

polished and lacquered. As illus-

trated the winder is for the use of

winding single films from a réel, but

for the purpose of re-winding from

réel to réel the brass dise is removed.

Code " KOIN." Price - £2 10s.

Kineto Film Re-winder.
This re-winder is of similar design and construclion to the

double arm pattern, but it is for re-winding single films only.

The gearing is the same — and film up to i.oooft. can be re-wound

without difficulty. It is finished in hard green enamel. Brass

parts are highly finished and lacquered.

Code "KITO." Price - £1 ls.
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SINGLE ARM SPOOL 6- FILM WINDER.

Fitted with noiseless running Planet gear

drive entirely enclosed. The sliding brass dise

used when winding single films is removed when

winding spools and the steel bow spring comes

into use. Cast iron arm finished in stove enamel,

brass parts polished and lacquered.

Price - £2 14s. 6d. each.

Approximate Weight 6lb.

INTERNAL GEARED DOUBLE ARM

SPOOL AND FILM WINDER.

Fitted with noiseless running Planet gear

drive entirely enclosed. The sliding brass dise

used when winding single films is removed

when winding spools and the steel bow spring

comes into use. Cast iron arm finished in stove

enamel, brass parts polished and lacquered.

Price - £3 1s. each.

Approximate Weight 7flb.
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Kineto Réel

Carrying Cases.
Thèse cases are made of

Russian Iron, are very rigid and

are finished in hard enamel out-

side and in. They are supplied in

two sizes for two and four réels.

The handle is made of leather and

is securely fastened to the top of

the case which is reinforced.

PRICES:

Two-Reel Case 16s.

Four-Reel Case 23s.

Kineto 12in. Réels ...Ss. 6d.

Kineto Iron Réel.
Thèse réels are made of iron of sufficient

thickness to ensure their keeping their shape and

they will not buckle as is the case with lighter ones.

They are ail made to gauge, which is most essential

in using fireproof spool boxes. For the conveni-

ence of the operator the sides of the réels are

slightly eut out opposite the steel clip for fastening

the film to the réel, which is most convenient when

changing réels. The core is of wood fitted with a

métal sleeve and each side is fastened to it by four

substantial screws.

Made only I2ins. in diameter.

Price 5s. 6d.

Métal Double

Slide Carrier.
This carrier is made of solid

brass and ail parts are securely rivetted

together, thus avoiding any possibility

of breakage or becoming affected by

heat.

It is highly polished and lacquered, and the métal used in its construction is of thicker gauge

than any other carriers of this description. Code " CABELLERA." PRICE - - 16s.
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Kineto Résistance, "Wall Pattern" Type.

This Résistance consists of an aluminium frame provided with fixing lugs and carrying two

slate slabs between which the résistance spirals are stretched. The lower slate carries a five-point

regulating switch with " off " position, also a main fuse together with the necessary terminais. In

fixing frame it is always advisable to mount it with the terminais

at the bottom, as shown in the illustration, so that the heat ris-

ing from the coils does not damage the insulation on the cables.

The frame is fitted with 20 résistance coils in 2 layers of

10 each joined two in parallel, and the five points on the switch

are connected, so that when switch arm is on the last contact a

small portion of the résistance is left in circuit.

One frame is suitable for an Arc Lamp taking up 50

ampères, on a supply circuit of 100-110 volts. For a lamp taking

50 ampères on 200-240 volts a larger frame is supplied ; but if

preferred, two of the 110 volt frames joined in séries may be

employed instead, although in order to provide a wider range of

régulation it is generally better to use three frames.

The Frame as Illustrated, for one lamp taking up to 50 ampères

on 100-110 volts supply.

Code "KONO. Price £3 1 6s.

AMPMETERS.

For showing at a glance the current in ampères passing through the lamp at any moment.

This instrument shows in an instant whether or no the lamp requires " feeding," and is in various

ways a great boon to the operator.

Thèse instruments are mounted in cases

of fine cast iron stove enamelled black fitted

with a brass front with raised parts nickel plated

and sunk parts black.

The cases are dust-proof and the iron

shell provides ample shielding against external

magnetic influences.

Terminais are usually fitted at the bot-

tom of the case, as illustrated, but back stems

can be supplied if preferred at an extra cost

of 2s. 6d. per instrument.

Code "PAMPA."

Price £4 3s.
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KINEMATOGRAPH RESISTANCES.

TYPE No. 27.

This paralleling résistance frame and control board is specially suitable for Kinematograph or

Lantern work as it allows the résistance frame itself to be fixed at any distance from the projecting

chamber while still giving the same amount of adjustment as is obtained if an ordinary regulating

résistance is fixed close to the arc lamp. The advantages of this arrangement will be readily apprc-

ciated, as the heat generated by the résistance when fixed in the projecting chamber always causes

great inconvenience to the operater, even when it consists merely ol a small regulating frame as

allowed by the recently issued Régulations of the Home Secretary,

In using a regulating résistance

in the operating box, even on a supply

pressure of 150 volts, it is only possible

to comply with the Home Secretary s

requirements as regards a maximum

pressure of 100 volts across any two ter-

minais to the extent of cuttingdown the

starting currrent to one-half the full load

current. If the supply pressure is above

150 volts only a very small range of

régulation can be obtained, and this

range diminishes as the pressure in-

creases. If the supply pressure is 150

volts the current cannot be reduced to

less than one-half the full load current

without raising the pressure across any

two terminais in the operating chamber

to above 100 volts.

The use of our paralleling System

of résistance frame entirely obviâtes any

difficulty in complying with the Home

Secretary 's requirements, as ail the ré-

sistance in the circuit is placed in a

position right away from the box and the

highest P.D. when the arc is working is

50 volts across the actual arc lamp

terminais.

The standard résistance frame is

wound in five sections and the control

board is fitted with five switches ; a larger number of sections and switches can, however, be

supplied if specially desired.

The résistance frame can be fitted in any convenient position right away from the audience, in

a cellar or even out on a roof so long as it is protected from the weather, The diagram on next page

shows the arrangement of the connections, one of the mains is taken direct to the résistance frame
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and. the other is run up to the operating box and connected to one of the arc lamp terminais.

The control board is fixed within easy reach of the operator and the main terminal is

connected to the other terminal

on the arc lamp. A five core

cable or five wires are run between

the control board and the regulat-

ing résistance, any wire being con-

nected to any terminal at either

end. We supply suitable cable

for this work, consisting of five

separately insulated conductors

braided together so as to form one

cable, or five separate wires can be

used instead.

The résistance frame is

fireproof throughout. It con-

sists of spécial high résistance

alloy spirals stretched between

porcelain insulators mounted in a

wrought iron frame. Terminais

are fitted on a slate strip secured

to the front of the frame and the

sides, back and front are protected

with sheets of perforated steel.

The top and bottom of the frame

are left open so as to allow a free

circulation of air, and the frame

is provided with lugs for fixing to

a wall, or it may be stood on a

floor (not wood) if preferred.

It is advisable to fix the

frame with the terminais at the

bottom, as shown in the illustra-

tion, and to keep the conductors

clear of the top in order to pre-

vent the rising heat from injuring

the insulation of the conductors.

In designing thèse frames the maximum température allowed is about 1500 F. above

surrounding air, consequently the frames are very much larger than those commonly employed

for Kinematograph work. The température is ascertained by placing a thermometer immediately

above the frame when it is carrying the full load current for which it is intended.
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PRICES 6- PARTICULARS OF FIVE SECTION FRAMES.

FOR ONE ARC TAKING UP TO 50 AMPERES.

CONTROL BO A RDS ARE EXTRA.

SUPPLY VOLTS
DROP ACROSS

FRAME.

WATTS
DISSIPATED
IN FRAME.

DIMENSIONS.
■

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

PRICE.

EACH.

I0O
VOLTS.

5° 2,500 i2in. X 7in. X 24m. 5 0 0

200 I50 7.500 i8in. X 13m. X 24m. 11 0 0

220 170 8,500 2oin. X i3in. X 24m. 12 5 0

300 250 12,500 22in. X iôin. X 24m. 17 0 0

400 35° 17.500 26in. X 2oin. X 24m. 21 0 0

44O 390 19,500 3oin. X 2oin. X 24m. 25 8 0

55° 500 25,000 36in. X 2oin. X 24m. 30 0 0

NOTE .—The actual P.D. across the arc is from 45 to 50 volts, but a small allowance should be

made for the résistance of the leads and the variation due to the arc being fed by hand.

FIVE WAY CONTROL BOARDS.

Control boards are fittted

with five single pôle 10-ampere

quick break knife switches

mounted on enamelled slate and

fitted on a polished teak base

board. AH connections are on

the front of the board. A sheet

steel cover with slots to clear

the switch handles can be added

if required at slight extra cost.

Priées for résistances and

switches of this type for a larger

current than 10 ampères per

section or for a larger number

of sections than five will be

furnished on application.

Code " CONTROL

EXTRA FOR SHEET STEEL COVER WITH SLOTS TO CLEAR HANDLES, 25s.
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Film Measuring Machine.

This consists of a pair of heads as used in the Table

Winder combined with a measuring indicator, the whole

being mounted on a polished oak base board. The winding

head is fitted with gun métal internai gear drive, the sliding

brass dise is used when winding single films and is removed

when winding spools the steel bow spring being substituted.

The indicator is fitted with two dials reading 0— 100 feet

and 0— 1000 feet, the pointers being adjustable to zéro. Both

the dials are also marked in Mètres.

PRICE ~ ~ ~. ~ £6

Approximate Weight ijlbs.

Code „ " CABBRILL."
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Kinematograph Difficulties and - -

How to Deal with Them.
No matter how perfect a well-made machine may prove, it is a délicate instrument at best, and

requires délicate treatment. Many operators do not realize thèse truisms, especially when the appar-

atus happens to be the property of others, and they handle their machines with small show of

tenderness.

Not only must a good machine be well balanced and well made, but it must be so constructed

that a minimum number of accidents to its parts shall resuit from a maximum use and constant jars

in transit from place to place. A poor machine is too expensive a luxury to receive our considération.

A good kinematograph is the cheapest, for it is constructed in ail its complex parts to resist the

wear and tear caused by running at a high rate of speed day after day, week in and week out. But,

by virtue of superior construction, gently handled, it will with care and attention repay its original

cost time and again.

Many of its troubles are simple, and may be avoided by the exercise of a little forethought

and an occasional examination of the machine, to detect and renew worn parts, and adjust those

requiring perhaps no more than a touch to set them right.

While it is impossible for any machine entirely to resist the ravages of time and constant use,

many of the annoyances are so simple and so easily remedied, that a few hints as to their treatment

may not be out of place.

New machine damaged in transit. Do not tinker. Return it at once fo» inspection and
re-adjustment.

Stiff mechanism. Well oil the running parts with spécial lubricating oil, and so prevent
overheating.

A discoloured dise. Clean your condenser Ienses with soft tissue paper or chamois leather.

Ragged edge dise. See if the mask be truly eut. Remove dust accumulations from the mask.

" Ghost." Adjust the shutter by setting it correctly. See that it is large enough to cover the
movement of the film.

Scratched films; Unsteady pictures. Clean the gâte runners before each display, and rub
over them a very little vaseline. The trouble is caused by dust on bow springs or runners.

Imperfect définition of objective. See that the lenses, after cleaning, are accurately replaced.

Unsteady pictures. Clear ail runners and springs of dust. See that the gâte springs press
evenly on the film. Inspect the spindles, bottom sprocket, pinion and teeth of the driving wheel to
detect wear or looseness. If the parts are worn, send them to be overhauled.

Film out of centre. Equalise the tension of the springs if the film is out of centre in the
gâte, to ensure an equal pressure. Set the gâte true with the sprocket wheels if it is not in alignment.

Broken Film. Caused by too much tension on the gâte springs, or else by a bad join. Care-
fully scrape off the emulsion at one end and use the cernent sparingly. '

Broken perforations. The " Dog " or the Dog roller is not true, but unevenly strikes the
film. Adjust, so that they strike accurately.

Pictures run up the screen. This is caused by the slippingof the film on the bottom sprocket
wheel. Tighten the roller spring on the bottom sprocket.

Faulty action of top sprocket. Film runs off the top sprocket. See that the guide roller and
spool are in complète alignment. If the roller spring acting against the top sprocket is too weak,
replace it. In the case of a much-used film, make a loop between the two rollers of the top sprocket.
The trouble is sometimes caused by a badly perforated or shrunken film.

Unsatisfactory action of the take-up spool. If the spring band has stretched, eut a pièce

out and rejoin. If the spool bow spring has weakened, replace it by a new one.

Top Spool jerky. Lubricate the dise on the tension spring.
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Film Perforating Machine.

This machine punches two holes, one on each side of the film

at each révolution of the flywheel, it is therefore what is known as

a single step perforator. The machine can be driven at any speed

between 200 and 500 revs. per minute, the pitch remaining

unaltered between thèse limits.

Friction feed rollers are provided to draw the film from the

film bracket before it is perforated and the machine can be left un^

attended immediately after it has been threaded and started.

The accuracy of the step is guaranteed to be within '0005in to

the foot.

PRICE £70

Approximate Weight 75IDS.

Code " PERRFF,"

■14
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KINETO CAMERAS.
MODELS "A" & "B.

Thèse two caméras are made after very careful designing and considération in respect to

steadiness, strength, durabil'ty, convenience of working and silence.

The only différence between the two models is that Model " A " is fitted with three driving

spindles, which are useful where trick photography is required, an Model " B " with one only.

The three spindles are as

follows ; Ordinary, for gênerai

use (as per illustration "A"

eight pictures per one révolution

of the handle ; the spinale to the

left is for reversing, being alïo

geared eight pictures per one ré-

volution ; and the lower spindle

geared one picture per one révo-

lution of the handle.

KINETO MODEL " B"

CAMERA is fitted with one driv-

ing spindle only and is geared

eight pictures per one révolution

of the handle.

The cases of thèse caméras

are made of t lie best grade malio-

gany, most carefully seasoned and

slightly tbicker than usual. The

corners are métal bound and the

large strap hinges prevent crack-

ing or warping.

The film capacity of both

models is 35oft. Unis allowing an

operator to take a continuous

event lasting approximate!}- seven

minutes.

The mechanism is a com-

bined Cam and Pin Movement.

It is made heavy and substantial,

runs without vibration and gives

absolute steadiness. The film trap or race is of extra length and the film is held in contact by an

adjustable spring bar. For cleaning purposes the back of the gâte is removable. The sprockets,

guide rollers, etc., are hollowed out, thus avoiding any possibility of scratching.

The film mask is adjustable and any fancy shapes can be supplied on spécial order.

The shutter (as per illustration '■ B ") is adjustable and can be worked from about half to a

nearly closed aperature. It is placed very close to the film mask, thus enabling the use of short

focus lenses.
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Thèse caméras are fitted with a spécial large focussing tube fitted with a magnifying lens fixed
perfectly in position (as per illustration " C") The focussing tube slides directly on to the film trap
so that the view covered by the lens can be ascertained at any moment with the loss of one picture
only. A spring trap shutter controlled by a lever at the back of the caméra covers the opening in
the gâte so that the focussing tube cannot be left open by accident.

The greatest possible care has been taken in the designing
of the take-up gear which is a most important détail. The drive is
direct and the tension is governed by adjustable friction dises which
do away with ail slipping belt troubles, and the caméra runs as
lightly with a full roll of 35oft. as with only a part.

Thèse caméras are fitted with a recording dial reading up to
30oft., and the pointer can be instantly adjusted to zéro.

The Focussing Jacket. A very novel method of focussing is
employed ; in préférence to the usual rack and pinion, with its coarse
adjustment and liability to throw the lens out of focus upon the
slightest jar or shock to the caméra, a spiral or quick screw movement
is used, which, in addition to the extremely fine adjustment it affords,
secures absolu te freedom from the possibility of the lens being moved
by vibration or even a severe blow. It has the peculiar feature of
permanently locking the lens in ail possible foci, while at the same
time, it allows the focus to be altered at will, but only by operating
the milled focussing head. The lens does not revolve on its axis.

A Film Punch is'fitted for
the purpose of registering the
termination of each exposure, in
order to facilitate the develop-
ment opérations, when varying
exposures have to be dealt with.
It is placed below the gâte and
any perforation made by the punch
cannot possibly stop in the mask.

The film boxes are very
carefully constructed and can be
supplied with hinges fitted to the
covers—or without. The hinged
box is recommended, however, as
it avoids any chance of the covers
becoming mixed or being put in
wrong boxes. The core of the
box is so constructed that it can
be placed on the spindle at any
position and in the event of any
slipping taking place a spring

|6

énters a slot in the spindle which prevents any further slipping, the tension afterwards being
governed by the slipping dises of the take-up. The core, at any time, can only slip a part of one
révolution of the spindle.

A viewfinder, supplied without extra charge, is of the ordinary pattern rapid viewfinder, which
can be attached on the side or top of the caméra. A spécial focussing box viewfinder can be
supplied at an extra charge, which can also be fitted to the top or side of the caméra.

The weight of the three-spindle or Model "A" Caméra, including two dark boxes, but
without any film, is i81bs.

The weight of the one-spindle, or Model " B " Caméra, is about i4$lbs.

The outside measurements of both caméras are the same, namely, 13m. long, 5m. wide,
iôin. high ; carrying straps are attached.

□ □ □

Priées for Caméras and flecessories.

Kineto Model "A" or three-spindle Caméra ... ... £45 0 0

2 Film Boxes ... ... ... ... ... 2 10 0

Film Punch ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0

Zeiss Tessar Lense, 2in. Focus mounted in tube ... 6 0 0

Complète £55 10 O

Extra Film Boxes (hinged) ... ... ... ... 15 0

Spécial Focussing Box Viewfinder fitted with lens and
ground glass ... ... ... ... 2 2 0

Film Punch, or Perforator ... ... ... ... 2 0 0

Zeiss-Tessar 3in. Lens mounted in tube ... ... 6 10 0

Canvas Caméra Travelling Cases, leacher bound, lined
with green baize, fitted with lock and shoulder
strap ... ... ... ... ... 3 10 0

Accessory Case Ditto, to carry four extra film boxes ... 2 10 0
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"SIMPLEX" CAMERA.

Pin feed operated by Patent erank and eam meehanism. Inside dark boxes to hold

350 feet of film. Focussing tube fitted with magnifying lens and safety eut off. Film

measurer reading up to 300 feet. Fitted in polished mahogany case of best workmanship

throughout.

The illustration shows film side of Caméra with door removed.

PR1CES FOR CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES.

Caméra

Spiral Jacket ...

Film Punch

2 Dark Boxes ...

Reverse Drive ...

1 Turn, 1 Picture

Zeiss-Tessar 2in. Focus Lense mounted in tube

43 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 10 0

4 0 0

1 1 0

6 0 0

Complète «B60 1 1 O

Extra Film Boxes (hinged) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 15 0

Spécial Focussing Box Viewfinder fitted with lens and ground glass ... ... 2 2 0

Film Punch, or Perforator ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0 0

Zeiss-Tessar 3in. Lens mounted in tube... ... ... ... ... ... 6 10 0

Canvas Caméra Travelling Cases, leather bound, lined with gree/i baize, fitted with

lock and shoulder strap ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 10 0

Accessory Case Ditto, to carry four extra film boxes ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
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HÀNDY EXTENSION TRIPOD.

A Combined Rotary and Rigid Extension Stand, with Revolving Head or Revolving Head and Tilting Table.

The Lightest Folding 6ft. Tripod Stand with Revolving Head eyer made.

Fig?. 1.

When closed ready for carrying, the length is 42ms. over ail.

The weight with Revolving Head is I2jlbs.

The weight with Revolving Head and Tilting Top is islbs. uozs.

The Stand is adjustable from a height of 43ms. up to 6ft. 6ins.

Its spécial construction secures absolute rigidity (at any height)

together with a lightness which will be a révélation to the operator.

The legs are adjustable, enabling the stand to be erected on uneven

ground, such as the steps of a Town Hall, etc., and yet be perfectly rigid.

The handle for turning the revolving part can be secured and worked

from either left or right of the Caméra. The Tilting Table is worked from

the back or front. A notable improvement has been effected in the revolving

part of the head. Operators often expérience great difficulty in getting the

Caméra trained on the object quickly enough. This difficulty has been over-

come by means of an arrangement which enables the worm on the revolving

Head to be instantly thrown out of gear. The head, with the Caméra still

securely fastened to it, may be moved in any direction, the worm being put

into gear as quickly as it was thrown out, and ready for work again.

With the combined head, that is, revolving and tilting, a new power is put

into the hands of the operator. For instance it will enable him not only to

follow a descending or ascending object, but will allow him to have his

Caméra at a height of 6ft. or more, and take a complète circular panoramic

view, whilst the caméra is tilted at an angle. Ail the upright objects will be

found to be still upright in the circle swept by his Caméra.

The entire tilting is détachable. Purchasers of the Stand with the

Revolving Head only, can add the Tilting Table at any time, |and it can be

fixed in position in a few seconds!

■ - PRICE - ■

" Handy " Tripod with Revolving Head only .... £7 0 0

"Maxim" Rotary Tripod with ReS (?fB
ad 1) and Til, inK

 9 9 0

"Rigid" Extension Tripod do. do. (fig. 2).... 12 12 0

n^^t„„ f - _ C_ J D (set of 2) solid leather ends, with Canvas Body and ? 0 0
rrOteCting CnO DagS straps, including Wide Web Shoulder Straps extra ^ v V
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RIGID EXTENSION TRIPOD.

Ensures perfect maxim and rotary movements.

When closed ready for carrying, length is 50ms. over-all.

The weight complète is 24lbs.

The stand is adjustable from height of 50ms. up to 6ft. gins.

It can be set up and taken down in a few seconds.

Its spécial construction secures absolute rigidity at any height also absorbs

vibration.

The tripod set of three ash legs extending from 3ft. to 6ft.

The handle for turning the revolving top can be secured and worked from

either left or right of caméra, the tilting table is worked from back or front.

Fig. 2.

A notable feature or improvement has been effected in the rotary part of the

head. Operators often expérience great difficuty in getting the caméra round on the

object quick enough. This difficulty has been overcome by means of arrangement

which enables the worm on revolving head to be instantly thrown out of gear.

The head with caméra still securely fastened to it, may be moved in any

direction ; the worm being put into gear as quickly as it was thrown out and ready

for work again. With the combined head, that is maxim and rotary, a new power is

put into the hands of the operator.

The maxim is détachable and has also a unique feature, Le. a double gear,

ensuring perfectly smooth vvorking action when using same.

Purchasers of this stand with revolving head only, can add this maxim top at

any time, and it can be fixed in position in a few seconds.
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Taking, Developing and Printing

FROM CUSTOMERS' NEGATIVES.

AH Films used are perforated to accurate Standard Gauge.

:: :: PRICES :: ::

SKILLED OPERATOR AND SPECIAL APPARATUS, sent

out per day or part of a day (plus Operator's Expenses) 21s. nett.

SPECIAL SCENERY arranged by us (according to Scenery

and Actors required), from ... ... ... • •• 21s. ,,

NEGATIVE FILM STOCK (perforated)... ... per foot 2id.

DEVELOPING NEGATIVES (per 501t. lengths, minimum) „ 2id. „

PRINTING AND DEVELOPING POSITIVES from Cus-

tomers' Négatives, Positive Stock supplied by us, perforated

to accurate guage standard, per 5oft. lengths minimum

charge ... ... ... ... ••• — 12s. 6d. „

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM STOCK.
NEGATIVE AND POSITIYE.

EASTMAN, LUMIERE AND OTHER COMPANIES'

NEGATIVE FILM, in rolls of 165 and 20oft., ifin. wide,

perforated... ... ... ... Price, per foot 2^d.

EASTMAN, LUMIERE AND OTHER COMPANIES'

POSITIVE FILM, in rolls of 165 and 20oft., Standard

width, perforated ... ... ... Price, per foot 2id.

NON-FLAM ... ... ... ... Price, per foot 3d.

FILM STOCK PERFORATED at 2s. nett. per roll.

ALL FILM STOCK SOLD WITHOUT GUARANTEE.

Spécial Quotations for Large Quantities.
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